
Email cdmquestions@wcpss.net 
to start the process

Families should visit  the link below to see if their language is
available through Avant assessments.

 
 
 
 
 

If a family wishes to pursue a language other than the ones available on the Avant site, they must seek 
prior approval from WCPSS by contacting CDMquestions@wcpss.net so that an assessment can be

identified/approved. 
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DO YOU SPEAK A LANGUAGE 
 OTHER THAN ENGLISH?

GREEN HOPE 
HIGH SCHOOL

PREAPPROVED LANGUAGES

Credit Demonstrated 
by Mastery

Students can present proficiency evidence through
approved, nationally normed assessments and

receive high school credit(s).   

mailto:cdmquestions@wcpss.net
https://avantassessment.com/stamp


What score does a student need to
achieve on an approved, nationally

normed assessment in order to
receive 2 World Language credits?

The student must achieve a minimum of Novice High
level on the assessment. (By proficiency standards,
the lowest score on the assessment is considered to

be the earned proficiency level.)

Can a student take an assessment for
a language taught at Green Hope?

Yes, however, they will have to pay for the
assessment themselves(and schedule the

assessment session). Taking the assessment on
their own offers flexibility in when they take the test.

Can a student participate in a
language school / academy outside

of WCPSS and request credit based on
the transcript / completion of that

school’s program?

No.  Students must submit scores from an approved,
nationally normed assessment in order to be

considered for the awarding of credit by WCPSS.

Who is responsible for scheduling,
registering and paying for

assessments for these languages.
 

The student / parent is responsible.

If a student earns credits in a
language other than what their school

offers, will they be approved for
continued learning via NCVPS.

No.  Magnet program languages will only be
approved for classroom or NCVPS instruction when

the student is enrolled at a magnet school.

https://www.languagetesting.com/actfl-proficiency-scale


Arabic
French

German
Hebrew

Hindi
Italian

Japanese
Korean

Mandarin
(Simplified &
Traditional)

Polish
Portuguese
(Brazilian)

Russian
Spanish

 
 

Latin

Amharic 
Armenian

Cabo Verdean
Chin (Hakha)

Chuukese
Czech

Filipino (Tagalog)
Haitian Creole

Hawaiian (‘Ōlelo Hawai’i)
Hmong
Ilocano

Kannada
Marathi

Marshallese
Samoan

Somali Maay Maay
Somali Maxaa

Tamil
Telugu
Turkish

Ukrainian
Urdu

Vietnamese
Yup’ik
Zomi


